
Pool Renovation with Epoxy Coating from Pool Solutions in Pretoria 

Overview : The marbelite pool was built by a local company from Nelspruit (Lowveld Grunite) in 

November 1996, and came with a 10 years warranty. After about 12 years the wear and tear started 

and it became more and more difficult to stabilize the pool with the required chemical by last 

summer 2011/12. Algae grew uncontrollable in the concrete pores  after the marbelite was gone. 

Decision for the product from Dynamic Solution: I started the option by 1. to  re-marbelite the pool 

(quotations R32.000 – R 36.000), 2. to coat with polyester resin and 400gr glass fibre mats (DIY 

approx R 12.000), 3. To coat with Epoxy Coating from a local pool dealer  (DIY) 2x coating, no primer 

required! (DIY R10.500), 4. To coat with Epoxy Coating from Pool Solutions (DIY R 7.700). Obviously 

much more internet researches guided me in conclusion of using Epoxy Resin. 

Order of the material: I have calculated quite exactly that the pool has a painted area of 105 sqm. 

The other quotes had the same figures. Hence I ordered for 110sqm in order to have a buffer and 

not to run dry of material on a Friday afternoon. The material arrived actually, after confirmation of 

the received money etc., from Pretoria to White River Postnet Office the next day! 

 

Preparation: The intention was to finish the 

business of painting in two days,... as the second 

option of the recommendation by Pool Solutions.  

But the preparation, as well as some obstacles 

indicated in the manual, took longer as expected.  

 

 

 

We pressure-hosed the pool 3 times (see picture), 

ground the surface and (tried) sealed some 

leakages. At the end this became the major 

obstacle of the whole project.  

 

 

 

 

As a background: The pool of 17m x 3 m was build in a swampy area and put in a white layer of 

kaolin and limestone. The groundwater pressure was always quite high and the ground water valve 

didn’t close at all by letting in about 60-80l of water within a 12h cycle. On top of it: 5 very small but 

leakages were in the middle and deep end. Drilling in the “fountain hole” with a 16mm drill bit and 

seal it with Pratley’s underwater putty worked 100%. Cutting a deep V with a diamond cutter in the 

long hair cracks and fill it with underwater cement and later with the putty helped to a great extend. 

But at the end I still had two very little wet spots which remained.  



The biggest water inlet came through the 

underwater light and the ground valve. I wanted to  

take the whole light casing out but it is cemented in 

and a mission. I decided as well to cut a very deep V 

around the frame of the light casing with the 

diamond cutter. By filling the gaps with 8 Pratley’s 

underwater putty (about R28 each) and after a day it 

was absolutely water tight. Pratley’s underwater 

putty was used as well for the ground valve sump 

and the water penetrated “only” through the valve.  

Next I bought an immersible aquarium pump             

(R100) and hung a bucket next to it. With the 

variation of playing with the pumping hight the flow 

in into the bucket was regulated +/- 5% and kept the 

surroundings of the sump dry (see picture). The 3 

days to start painting were on the doorstep.  

 

 

 

Painting: The weather … changed, despite of the report announced no rain for the next 4 days, and 

the starting day was postponed which caused another challenge by having a wet pool again and as 

well as some dirt in it. After receiving an unstable 

weather forecast for the whole week I decided to 

put up two 7x12m tents and spread them over the 

whole pool area (fortunately in our stock from some 

old projects).  

I did it with 2 helpers, bridged the pool width with 

doubled planks for the poles (see picture) and the 

painting job could start. We had to change the 

strategy by deciding to paint now in a 4-days cycle.  

 

We started at about 7:00h with in total 2 painters 

and myself and finished the primer by about 13:00. 

Not a single drop remained in the pots, resin and 

catalyst were equally used and perfectly mixed. We 

started in the afternoon with the first top coat and 

using plastic bags for the feet and surface 

protection. We finished by 18:00 with the first 

coating.  

Day two:  Everything was nicely dry, the helper 

sanded the pool, cleaned it out and we started at 



about 11:00 to paint the second coating. We 

proceeded with the same procedure next day. 

Unfortunately we were nicely accompanied by 

drizzling rain and in the night even strong hailing 

rain and storm. Hence it was non avoidable to 

find some drops of water next morning on the 

freshly painted surface.  

Fortunately the coating is water resistance after 

about 6 h and no harm occurred. The left over 

finishing the last coating was about 2 l of resin 

and perhaps 100ml of hardener.    

As always, when you think you did it!, two more obstacles appeared before enjoying the new pool. 

With the last paint we had some water intrusion on the steps at the lower end. I had to repaint the 

steps by using nearly all hardener but the result was perfect.... Up to the time when our tenant’s 12 

years daughter decided to test the pool and walked on the freshly, wet but beautiful finished surface 

and left muddy bare feet spots behind. Fuming didn’t help and I had to repaint again but had nearly 

no hardener left (10ml) but 1 ½ l of paint.  

The filling of the pool took about 4 days, fed by our borehole water slowly but surely. Some fine 

sludge went through the filter and by backwashing about 10 x in 3 days the fine sand was gone. So 

far the pool is perfectly stabilised and I use much less chlorine than before (at least 50%).  

Conclusion: The product is very good for DIY application, when you have some technical skills. To 

mix always 2 l for direct use is easy to handle, to follow tediously the instructions is necessary, to be 

flexible with  weather & helpers, and make sure that the pool is 100% dry, dry,  dry. The preparation 

is the utmost important exercise in order to get a perfect result. And order enough epoxy coating. I 

would recommend add 5% of the sqm size as a buffer.   

 

So far we enjoy the “new” pool now everyday again and training began for the next Midmare mile in 

2013. 

Volker Schmidt  

White River 


